HYDROPHOBIA™

RAIN COVER EYEPiece

EP-N

Fits all Nikon SLR’s except screw-in types.

Only for use with Think Tank Photo Hydrophobia rain covers.

Think Tank Photo

EP-N

87 453000  641  8
Hydrophobia™ Rain Cover Eyepiece
Instructions for Use

1. Remove existing eyepiece.

2. Align the groove on the eyepiece with the plastic rim on the camera’s viewfinder.

3. Firmly press eyepiece all the way down.
HYDROPHOBIA™

Only for use with Think Tank Photo Hydrophobia rain covers.

EP-NSI

Fits Nikon screw-in mounts

RAIN COVER EYEPIECE

Think Tank Photo

EP-NSI

87 453000 639 5
Hydrophobia™ Rain Cover Eyepiece
Instructions for Use

1. Unscrew the existing eyepiece.

2. The Nikon eyepiece can be screwed into the front of the Think Tank Photo eyepiece.

3. Screw the eyepiece into the camera.